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A look at
creativity
The University Arts
Enterprise panel
discusses how creativity
matters for any career
path a student may take

Biodiesel Breakdown
■ Biodiesel contains no petroleum, but can be mixed with
regular diesel.
■ B20 (20 percent soy. 80 percent biodiesel) is the highest
ratio legally allowed.
■ Biodiesel is made through transesterification. where soy is
separated into glycerin and vegetable oil.
■ Said to be biodegradable and less toxic than table salt.
■ Proponents of biodiesel claim its use decreases the United
States' dependence of foreign oil.
By John PayiM
Reporter

Source: biodiesel.org
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Columnist Andrea
Wadsworth feels
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be accepted, not
avoided | Page 4
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Chimp owner
faces charges
A woman could face
criminal charges

Vegetarians aren't the only things being fueled by
soy in Bowling Green.
The city's schools have been running their
buses on soy biodiesel since May 2008, when they
were awarded a $15,000 grant through the Clean
Air for Kids School Bus Grant Program. Since the
soy blend costs approximately 20 cents more per
gallon than regular diesel, the grant completely
covers the difference.
"We look at it as a no-brainer," said lamie
Butts, the communications director for the
Ohio Soybean Council, which awards the grant.
"There's no additional cost to the district for better air quality."
Bowling Green's buses are fueled by B20
biodiesel, which is 20 percent soy byproduct
and 80 percent petroleum diesel. This ratio is
the highest allowed by law and is purported
to reduce carbon emissions. With the current
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Bumpy University
roads yet to be fixed

the site | Page 12
By Anthony Phillips

To the beat of
her own drum
Despite her
non-traditional
appearance, senior
Alisha Yee has proven
to be a major force on
the swimming team
and a "rockstar" in her
own right, according to
swimming head coach
Keri Buff | Page 7

Reporter

Some students have noticed more
potholes appearing on Ridge
Street this winter, especially near
the Recreational Center and the
Health Center.
Duane Hamilton, director of
campus services in facilities services, said this is due to the constant expanding and contracting
the road does with the changing
temperatures.
He also said the Grounds
Division is working with cold
patch, a form of asphalt that does
not work as well as hot asphalt.
Hot asphalt, which is typically
used for high-travelled roads, is
not currently for sale in this part of
Ohio. 1 lamilton said they use hot
asphalt from April to November
when asphalt companies offer it.
However, Hamilton said Facilities
Services are Ailing the potholes in
as fast as they can with what they
have.

ENOCH WU ! THE BG NEWS
HOLES: Drivers may have noticed the larcje amount of potholes throughout Ridge Street.

"When we are not shoveling
snow, we are filling in potholes,"
Hamilton said.
However, senior Liz (ennings
has not seen these improvements.
idon'tthinkthey have repaired
any of them," Jennings said.
Senior Dustin Haynes said he
certainly has not seen any repairs
and drives on Ridge Street quite
often.
"Some of those potholes are

deep enough to cause serious
damage," Haynes said, although
his car has suffered no damage.
"But I avoid them like the
plague," he said. "I would at least
like to know if there is a long-term
plan before building the Stroh and
Wolfe Centers."
The design & construction
department does have plans to
See ROADS
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Reporter

BEN 10HMAN

THE BG NEWS

DECLINE: Yesterday. Mark Gromko. interim provost for the University, spoke to a crowded
Union balkoom about the stale of the University and its future plans.

MARY NAIL
Interior Design, Junior

"As little as I can
get away with."
|Page4
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TODAY
Wind, Scattered Snow
High: 24, Low: 16
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TOMORROW
Morning Snow Showers
High: 28. Low: 20

Decline of undergraduate
students expected for Fall 2009
By J«p«r Bokkora
Reporter

The number of new undergraduate students will decline by 9
percent in fall 2009. said Alberto
Colom, the vice provost for enrollment management, yesterday
during a Provost meeting with
about 100 faculty and staff in the
Union Ballroom.
This semester there are about
18,000 students at the University,
including Firelands.
Colom isn't very optimistic about the numbers for the
upcoming years. On President's
Day a record-breaking 2,132 students visited the University, but

there were 352 prospective students less who filled out an application form. Colom thinks the
rain may have been a factor.
A 3 percent decline in students
is expected for the 2010-2011 academic year, said Interim Provost
Mark Gromko. He hopes for an
increase in enrollment in 20112012.
"My goal is incieasing steady
Ithe number of students]," he
said.
GromkoalsosaidOhiowillhave
a sharp decline of high school
graduates the next few years, and
Bowling Green needs to compete
See DECLINE | Page 2

ByBockyTmnReporter

Senior Dustin Haynes sat at a
table in the Union intensely reading. I le had a list in front of him
that read 60 pages for one class. 25
for another and an additional 158
pages for his other classes — and
he planned to read them all.
Like many students on campus, Haynes has a lot of reading
Many haw so much reading they
wonder how they're going to get it
all done.
Haynes said the key to his success is how goal-oriented he is. All
the classes he is taking are working to the job he'll haw when he
graduates.
"Motivation is internal," he
said.
Haynes said students can only
go without reading for so long
before it starts affecting their
grades.
"You're setting yourself up to
fail that way." he said.
While Haynes is pretty serious about doing all his work, he
admits to taking some shortcuts
to lessen his workload by spending time teaming what is most

important.
"My Aerospace class has so
much reading; I try to read the
focus because that's what will be
discussed in class," he said.
Determining what reading
is necessary and what reading
students can get away with not
doing is a decision many students
make to lighten the load, junior
Liz Dibble said.
She said she has learned
what classes are dependant on
her doing the reading and what
classes she can still get the information without cracking open
the book. Some students opt not
do the reading because the same
material will be covered in class,
she said.
" Reading for a class and having
the |same| material presented to
you may sound a bit redundant,"
she said." But it does allow you to
learn the material better."
But even after students decide
what classes they can't skip the
reading for, many still struggle
with finding the time to get it all
done.
lunior Nick Derksen said stuSee READING! Page 2

reventing sickness through healthy habits
By Colleen Fitigibbons

How much of the
class reading do
you actually do?

Students struggle to
finish class readings

Flu Symptoms
If students experience these
symptoms, go to the Health
Center:
■ a fever over 100 degrees
Fahrenheit for more than
three days
■ a sore throat that is bright
red or has white spots
■ an earache
■ a cough with shortness of
breath
■ chest tightness
■ wheezing
■ chest pain
■ difficulty sleeping or lying
down due to cough and
nasal congestion

Students may have been taught
to bundle up before heading
out in the cold weather or not
to go outside with wet hair, but
these are actually just some of
the common myths associated
with the flu.
"People still associate with
the weather that if it's too cold
that it's going to make more
of a problem with being sick,"
Interim Director of the Student
Health Service Barbra I loffman
said. "That's not why people get
sick. They get sick because they
come in contact with a virus
and their immune system is
Source Student's Self-Care Guide
down."
Hoffman said the truth is ing shots in October, and she
that viruses and bacteria har- recommends students get the
bor better when the weather vaccine as soon as possible.
is mild. However, Hoffman Getting the shot in October or
said there is still a chance stu- November is preferred because
dents can become ill if they do it takes two weeks to be fully
not follow the precautions of effective, but Hoffman said the
a healthy life-style to prevent vaccine can still help.
influenza.
"Ideally you should always
One way to stay sick-free be getting your flu shot before
is by getting the flu shot the we're in flu season," Hoffman
University Student Health said. "I mean it can still help
Service provides students for them, but the full effect of the
$23. So far over 1,000 faculty, vaccine isn't there for at least a
staff and students have taken week or two."
advantage of this vaccine.
According to the Center for
Hoffman said they start giv- Disease Control Web site, the

vaccine prevents the flu a
majority of the time and its
effectiveness has ranged from
70 to 90 percent when there is
a good match between circulating viruses and those in the
vaccine.
Another way to prevent
the flu that doesn't include
a needle is by frequent hand
washing. Hoffman recommends washing one's hands
for approximately 30 seconds
with soap and water, washing the backside as well as the
palms of the hands and in
between the fingers, and reciting the alphabet or singing the
"Happy Birthday" song twice
to make sure they are clean.
She also recommends students keep their hands away
from their eyes, nose and
mouth, get plenty of rest (at
least seven to eight hours),
proper hydration and eat a
healthy diet.
Another part of maintaining
a healthy lifestyle and avoiding
the flu is exercising on a regular basis.
Cathy Swick, associate director of the Student Recreation
Center, said a good exercise
regimen includes a combination of cardiovascular exercise,
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HAVE A WITTY OR FUNNY CAPTION FOR THIS PHOTO?

BLOTTER
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TUESDAY. FEB. 17
230 P.M.
James Johnson. 22. of Fremont.
Ohio, was arrested for complicity to
theft. Dirk Johnson. 42. of Fremont.
Ohio, was arrested for theft.
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6:18 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects spray-painted the word
dunce onto his fence sometime last
week

From Page 1
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11:51 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
persons shot a BB through her window at her residence on Fairview
Avenue, breaking only a single pane
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YOUR CAPTION HERE: Submit your caption to caption.contesti^bgviewscom or
al bgnews.com for your chance to have your photo and your caption appear in next
Thursday's issue of The BG News. Be sure to include your contact information to be considered for the contest. Winner will be selected by The BG News.

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 18
12:24 A.M.
Augustine Mendez. 19. of McComb,
Ohio, was cited for underage drinking after he was denied entrance to
Uptown

From Page 1

dents have lo spend more time
reading as the classes become
more advanced.
"As the classes go up, the number of tests go down." he said.
" There are less chances to do

2:28 A.M.
Chassidy Ruch. 20. of Wxaxa.
North Carolina, and Caroline Bass.
20. of Bowling Green, were both
charged with underage drinking and
disorderly conduct after they were
observed fighting on the ground on
East Wooster Street.

wdL"
Derksen. who takes going to
class and doinghiswork seriously,
said it has been "pure luck" he
has found the time to get all his
work done and have a life outside
schoolwork.
Unlike Derksen, junior Brian
Ituttcr said he has a hard time
finding the time to complete all
his reading. I le also said his workload often leaves little room for
other activities.
"I find a balance by not having
a social life." he said.
Ethnic Studies instructor lohn
Kaiser Ortiz said all his readings are necessary, but he tries to
keep the readings for his classes
to about :«) minutes or an hour

2:43 A.M.
Ryan Stiles. 25. of Swanton. Ohio,
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence.

k

long
Students in his classes have
learned they have to do the reading to do well and he can tell from
thequizzesaiKlclassdiscusskmif
his students are preparing themselves.
"I can usually tell if they've done
the reading by the comments that
they make," he said.
Ortiz said he needs to give
quizzes to compel students to
do the work they might not do if
there was no consequence for not

READING

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

Arts project set to begin roughly
in November 2009.
lim McArthur, director of
design & construction, said actual development on the roads will
most likely start in early 2011.
"It is set to have a timed completion with the Wolfe Center,"

ROADS
From Page 1

refurbish both Hidge Street and
Willard Drive In an upcoming
project. The road reconstruction
is part of the Wolfe (!t'liter for the

reeding,
"Unfortunately there doesn't
seem to be any other way," he
said. "College involves reading
and without doing the reading it
is really difficult to communicate
ideas and really difficult to communicate them critically."
Ortiz said if students are having
t rouble gctlingtheir reading done
there are simple things they can
do to help their focus.
"Find a quiet place without distractions; give yourself plenty of
time to do the reading and take a
dictionary," lie said.
McArthur said.
McArthur also said if they
repaved the roads before building the center they would have
to repave the roads again after its
completion because die equipment would tear the roads up
anvwav.
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much harder with other universities. Areas such as adult
learning will be much more
important for the University,
he said.
If it's up to Colom, the
University's marketing plan
needs to change to stimulate people to study at the
University. A new marketing
plan will be more aggressive,
he said. The University will go
on a "mission" to high schools,
trying to make their professors enthusiastic for Bowling
Green.
"We also need to help students with their funding,"
Colom said.
Colom addressed how the
University is going to be com-
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petitive with others in Ohio.
"We need to look at what we're
goodat..."he said. "Scholarships
are very important to get talent.
We observe other universities,
take notes. It's how we get to a
higher level."
Gromko added that the
University needs to shift, putting more focus on marketing
academic programs.
"We really need to look very
good how we use the scholarships. It must be balanced...
making sure we use our capacity to its best," Gromko said.
Academic Advisor Christine
Schaefer said she's not surprised by the decline in students.
"It's reality, and I think that
nobody is surprised. There are
a lot of great initiatives. But we
really need to help new students with financial aid."

Until then, Grounds will try
to keep up maintenance as they
usually do, through observation,
but Hamilton said a small portion does come through work
order requests done online.
"Most repairsaremade because
of observation," Hamilton said,

"but students can fill out a work
order online if they see anything."
The work order request form
can be found by going to Offices
from the University home page,
clicking on the Facilities Services
link.

FLU

when they're sick and get rest,"
Hoffman said.
She also said students should
watch out for symptoms such
as high fever, coughing, fatigue
and a sore throat. While these
are some common symptoms
of viruses, there is a difference
between a cold and the flu, she
said.
According to the Healthylife
Student's Self-Care Guide under
Student Health Service on
the University's Web site, "Flu
symptoms come on suddenly
and affect the body all over.
Cold symptoms mostly affect
you above the neck."
The Web site also said when
one gets the flu they are more
prone to bronchitis, sinus, and
ear infections.
Student can find more information on colds and the flu and
receive advice on what they can
do for themselves while sick as
well as when to see a health care
provider on the Self-Care Guide
Web site.
Students can still receive
their shot by calling the Student
Health Service at 419-372-2271
and making an appointment.

From Page 1
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THE WINNER: "Dude I bow you farted, you're not bddinq anyone.'

muscular strength exercises
and flexibility.
Swick said the American
College of Sports Medicine recommends people to be physically active everyday.
"Physical activity includes
walking; so on a college campus if you're walking to classes
you are probably meeting the
minimum 30 minutes of physical activity," Swick said. "But
obviously any form of activity
whether it's intramural participation, group exercise participation, playing basketball, lifting weights would all be inclusive of that."
Swick also said the guidelines include three to Five days
of moderate cardiovascular
activity and two to three days of
muscular-strength exercise.
While it may be a good idea
to exercise on a regular basis to
prevent becoming sick, it is not
recommended while one is ill.
"IStudentsI should take a
few davs off from exercise

conservation craze, this is the
program's main appeal.
According to Dan Davis,
the school district's director of
transportation, the switch to
soy has been a painless one.
"There have been no complications," he said. "Even
the miles per gallon are the
same."
His only concern is thai the
biodiesel might gel in colder
temperatures, making it
harder for the buses' engines
to burn. Hence, the buses run
on regular diesel during the
winter months. Since the grant
money isn't used in frigid conditions, Davis is now looking at
a surplus.
Hugh Caumartin, the district's superintendent, said
Bowling Green was the first
city to receive the grant, and
that the decision was easy to
make.
"A lot of our kids have asthma, and including them, we
have 2,700 students riding
our buses every day," he said.
"These buses drive about 2,000
miles a day, so it's definitely
worth it."
The program proved efficient enough that Davis has
asked for a grant extension into
the next school year. The Ohio
Department of Development
administers the grant, which
is promoted through the
Ohio Soybean Council. Davis
became aware of the Clean Air
for Kids program and applied
for it. Since then, 20 other
school districts have hopped
aboard the biodiesel bandwagon.
But this isn't the First step
Bowling Green's schools have
taken to turn their big yellow
buses green.
In 2006 the district received
a $125,000 grant to retrofit its
buses with new diesel paniculate filters which trap the carbon that can normally be seen
belching in great black clouds
from exhaust pipes.
"The environment, our students'healthand the economy:
these are the kind of efforts we
have to make to protect these
things," Caumartin said. "With
our air quality at stake, it's better for our kids."

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgnews.com

VILLAGE GREEN

Enterprise Square - 3 bedroom apartments!
522 E. Merry St - ONLY (1) 2 bedroom Left!
425 E. Court St.- ONLY (2) 2 bedrooms Left
Field Manor Apartments - 2 bedroom apartments

ALSO FILLING UP FAST...

Taking Applications Now!
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS • EXTRA AMENITIES

Campbell Hill Apartments - 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
Heinz Apartments - 3 bedroom apartments
Columbia Court - 3 bedroom apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments - 2 bedroom Apartments

5

1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
left for
MAY& AUGUST

TGDAT
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717

801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.

left for
AUGUST

"Home away from Home"
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Check out our website www.greenbriarrentals.com
843 Sixth St.

6

2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

MON - FRI 9:00AM TO 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment Only
419-354-3533 I www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

»

• Affordable two bedroom
apartments starting at $435.00
per month

CAMPUS
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Panel event discusses creativity's
influence in students' careers
By Austin Arnold
Reporter

The University Arts Enterprise
group held a panel discussion
yesterday evening in the Union
concerning students thinking
creatively as they enter into their
eventual careers.
The panel informed students
that no matter what profession
they choose, having a creative
mindset is essential.
Panelist Richard Kennell,
dean of College of Musical Arts,
said it is a mistake to think that
creativity just pertains to those
involved in fine arts. He added
that creativity should be included in almost every job.
"Everybody, in every profession, has the potential to be creative." Kennell said.

Another
panel
member, Rodney Rogers, dean
of the College of Business
Administration.encouraged students to find a balance between
business and creativity.
"The economy is shifting to
a more knowledge-based environment," he said. "In order to
be successful, many companies
will have to be able to incorporate creativity so they can keep
up with a changing economy.
All students should be aware of
the new economy and motivate
change as well as be ready to
adapt."
Katerina Ruedi Ray, director
of the School of Art and Design,
also encouraged students to
embrace creativity in whatever
field they choose.
"A university is like a beehive

of creativity," she said.
Rogers said effective decision
making and communication
will be essential and will take
creativity to make it all happen,
"College students will soon be
the new future and will someday
be leaders," he said.
lunior Kristen lloverman,
president of Arts Enterprise, was
very pleased with the event.
"I think it went really well. We
had a panel with a lot of different viewpoints, and they were
able to come together and lead a
great discussion," she said.
Nathaniel Zeisler, assistant
professor of music performance,
was very impressed as well.
"It was wonderful," he said.
"We had a great cross section
with our panel and the turnout
was a huge success."
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birds away and watches over the campus

Debate occurs at U. of Michigan event
By Benjamin 5. Chas*
U-Wrre

GET A LIFE

An Oregon professor
talks frankly about sex

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some «wmtate»i from pvwhbqsuedu

8 am - 5 p.m.
2009 Marketing
Symposium

By Taryn Luna

Union

a letter to the editor of The
Oregonian about news involving Portland Mayor Sim Adams'
sexual relationship with a teenager. ITie letter, tided "We all lie
about sex, and justify it as a fonn
of self preservation," was published in the Ian. 31 edition of the
newspaper.
"1 always ask my students if
they would reveal everything
about their sexual histories
where their anonymity could not
be assured, and only one or two
brave souls raise dieir hands."
Nye said in the letter to The
Oregonian.
He poses the question in an
effort to show students die difficulty of understanding people's
sexual histories, he said. Nye
used this example in his piece
to exemplify the fact that society
inhibits people from feeling comfortable enough to tell the uuth
about sex, and Adams shouldn't
be prosecuted for being human.

U-Wire

In the first class meeting of HST
432, "The History of Sexuality,"
each
year, Oregon
State
University emeritus professor
Robert Nye warns students that
the class is going to be X-rated.
The content covers sexuality from ancient Greece to the
present, and few topics are left
untouched. But in 15 years of
leading discussions with OSU
students about controversial
subjects like homosexuality,
transgender operations, prostitution, child molestation and masturbation, no one has dropped
the class because of the warning,
he said.
"The result is that it really
opens up the communications,"
Nye said.
The classroom communication with students recently
inspired the professor to write

'1 am - 2 pm.
Dance Marathon Raffle
Table Space Union

2 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Financial Aid Info Session
114 Education Bldg

8 p.m.
Trumpet Ensemble and
Trombone Choir
Moore Musical Arts Center

9 p.m. -10 p.m.
Greek Week Steering
Committee
Olscamp226

Th£W,l«£WS

WHAT A HOOT: Students and faculty pass by Hayes Hall every day. but lew notice the owl statue on the top ol the roof that keeps other

Referring to the most recent
Israeli-Palestinian conflict as
the "Gaza massacre," professor
Norman Finkelstein delivered
a lecture on Palestinian-Israeli
relations to a standing roomonly crowd in the Rackham
Amphitheatre at the University
of Michigan Tuesday night.
At the event, which was sponsored by the pro-Palestinian
campus group. Students Allied
for Freedom and Equality.
Finkelstein strayed from his
planned lecture, "The IsraelPalestine Conflict: What We Can
Learn From Gandhi," opting
instead to deliver a talk he titled

"What happened in Gaza?"
Finkelstein justified his
departure from the planned
lecture by saying that the Gaza
conflict is more relevant.
Finkelstein has been the subject of much debate over the past
decade. In 2(K)() he published a
book, "The Holocaust Industry:
Reflections on the Exploitation
of Jewish Suffering," that has
been widely discussed as it
claims that lewish-Americans
have exploited the history of
Holocaust. DePaul University
also denied Finkelstein's bid for
tenure in 2007 citing his inability to show respect for his colleagues' opinions, among other
reasons.
The mood in the lecture hall

grew increasingly tense during the question-and-answer
session following Finkelstein's
lecture. The debate grew heated, with audience members
arguing with one another and
Finkelstein.
Finkelstein said the most
recent conflict in Gaza was a
continuation of Israeli military
policy that has been in place
since the 19t>7 Arab-Israeli
War. He added thai the policy
is centered on Israel's ability lo
prevent Hamas, Hezbollah and
its Arab neighbors from perpetrating attacks on Israel and its
settlements.
"The Arabs and Arab stales
are supposed to be terrified by
Israel," Finkelstein said.

February SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate
Student Housing for 2009/2010

meccabg.com

SAVE UP TO 50% SPRING BREAK ROOM PACKAGES
BOOK EARLY BY 3/10 - OVER SI300 BONUS GIFTS FREE
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-| SPRING BREAK HOTEL
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FOR 20 YEARS
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800-231-SNOW(7669)

SkiMadRiver.com

Tropical Beaches
a Beach
OVER 1,000,000

STUDENTS CAN'T BE WRONG!

www.springbreaKmax.com
Hot Tropical Beaches I

Lari-est Pool Deck Parties I

Live DJ I

Night Club District
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FLORIDA SPRING BREAK ROOM PACKAGES

4 DAY/3 NITE

6 DAY/S NITE

I Deluxe tourryord Rooms

^$89*

*-$119*

|Deluxe Ocean

-$119'

'"$179'

| Deluxe Oceanfro.it Suites *~$ 129*

^$189'

, i-.-^nt

8 DAY/7 NITE

"~$159*
r

"$21

'~"$229*

"Above prices are per student (up to 5 students per room) - Surcharge during Spring Break peak weeks
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Siooo Internet Shopping Spree
$300 Fuel Rebate Certificate
Admission to Local Night Clubs
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100%FUN

Why avoid the cold when you can embrace it?
College Days at Mad River Mountain: Feb. 28 to March 1,2009.
Get 50% off a day lift ticket when you bring in your valid
student ID. February 28th come see O.C.D. rock The Loft!
Mad River Mountain, where every day is a SNOW day.

MAD RIVER
MOUNTAIN

,

.'■

'

iIJC_AYJNyr

R*53!iips

SoaooooQc
KIMIKI MOItl & SI 11

TOLL FREE

877-257-5431
Visit wnv^v.springbreakmax.coin
email.di900@uesertinnresort.co1n
Facebook Page Keyword Desertinnresort

Spring Jam Weekend
March 7th & 8th: Pond Skimming, Ski Races, The Red Bull "Last Chair
Party", Reggae Music w/The Ark Band and other live entertainment TBAI
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"Determining what reading is necessary and what reading students
can get away with not doing is a decision many students make to
lighten the load, junior Liz Dibble said. - [see story, pg. l].
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THE STREET How much of the assigned class reading do you actually do?

"About 80 percent

"All of it. Just kidding.

It depends, If the dass

"Usually never. When

It depends on how

I only do half, if we're

pertains to my major a

I do read, it's usually

much effort the teach-

lucky."

if itssomething I'm inter-

right before an exam"

ELIZABETH BUSCH.
freshman.
SWdedildhoodEduaon

Senior
HDFS

WALKING IS STILL HONEST
toti iSn"U*tOY&j&trTD
drifWW

WHAT IWCWUNT 6IVL TO

-JZ'

BRITTANY RUSSEL.

ALEX HOWARD.

a question? Give us your

Freshman
Interior Design

Freshman.
Music Education

feedback at bgnewscom.

High school education fails to
inform of deeper, darker truth

StQVW
s

By Justin Lollman
U W.re

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Modern vaccinations should
not be detested, but embraced
tv

1

ANDRE*
WADSWORTH

Something I've been reading
more about recently has been
really bothering me, and now it
has readied ITieBG News. Being
a Ian of science and epidemiology I need to SB) my piece.
this crazj new trend for parents to find ways of avoiding
giving their children vaccines is
treading the line between dangei
and stupidity. While this whole
situation may not seem like a big
deal, it's something we all need
to think about Sonic of us have
alreadv had children, and many
will in the future. As parents, this
choice will come up.
first of all, the article — an
AP story titled "Personal beliefs
halt immunizations, vaccines"
— cites "religious reasons lor
parents making their child eligible for vaccine exemption. What
sort of religious belief would one
have that would make getting a
vaccine taboo?
Excuse my ignorance if there
ualK is some good reason out
there, but the invention and discovery of vaccines has contributed greatly to our living situation today. In this global world,
as well as the way that people
live so closely in this country,
malicious diseases could spread
like wildfire if it weren't for the
vaccines, as well as sanitation.
In fact, although keeping tilings cleaner has helped
avoid catching diseases, it may
be catching up with us. The
widespread overuse of antibiotics and Lysol-like products has
some viruses and bacteria coming back even stronger. Do we
really want to play with fire?
Although the current debate is
about the measles vaccine, discounting other vaccines could
be next, lust because a disease
Isn't Currently present in the
United States doesn't mean it
wont come back, or be transported in from other countries
or animal reservoirs.

Have your own take on
Street? Or a suggestion for

NICHOLAS BOCKOVEN.

TO IUWE A

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

today's People On The

ested in 11 do more."

ers put into the class."
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Its history is fascinating; if
you are looking for a good read,
look it up on the Web. It began
with the ancient Chinese
practice of variolation. which
caught the eye of several scientists around the world. They
began by experimenting on
themselves, and in some cases
children (dubious business
practices, yes).
Some say that mandatory
vaccine programs infringe on
"The invention and the personal freedoms of those
who do not want them. If that's
discovery of vaccines true your idiotic decision not
to vaccinate your children or
yourself against life-threatening
has contributed
or debilitating diseases infringes
greatly to our living on my personal right to live in a
generally healthy and safe environment. Not all vaccines are
situation today. In
100 percent effective, meaning
if a large group of people decide
this global worldto walk this path, and certain
malicious diseases diseases resttrge, I am put at risk
as well.
I'm not discouraging further
could spread like
research into the adverse effects
wildfire if it weren't of vaccines. On the contrary,
science thrives on continued
for the vaccines..." research, but please. I already
have what I deem to be a weak
with things like polio, hepatitis immune system, catching colds
or diphtheria, too? I'd be willing and stomach bugs from being
to bet these people's "religious around such a large group of
or personal exemptions" didn't people on campus. I really don't
interfere with receiving those want to have to worry about
polio, measles or hepatitis.
vaccines.
When will people stop believIt seems to me all this hubbub
is a result of widespread scientif- ing science has a giant conspiric misinformation, or the belief acy against them? Most people
in some sort of shadowy govern- get into the medical research
ment power which purposely field because they care about
wants to give children autism for people, and want to change the
financial gain. If so, I'm holding world, save the children and
my hand out and waiting for my other noble ventures.
So, think carefully when you
payoff from big Pharma.
hear a celebrity advocating not
I'm still waiting. Oh well.
Is it the fault of scientists and vaccinating your children, be it
healthcare workers that some right now, or 10 years down the
people seem to understand so road when you have your first
little about how a vaccine works? child. Always question what you
Have we made scientific discov- hear — in fact, I suggest you fact
ery too much of an "in" club? check my statements. If you are
The vaccine is a beautiful marvel a health care provider, vaccine
of human ingenuity and mod- researcher or just an interested
em science; it contributes daily and informed party, do everyto the longer lifespan of people thing you can to provide people
residing in the developed world with accurate information, or
and the improved health of someone else will fill them with
those in developing countries.
junk science.

Uven if your unvaccinated
child doesn't catch measles at
a young age, this doesn't mean
they won't when they gel older
and travel more. Measles is highly infectious, and wreaks havoc
on adults who catch it. The
mother in the article makes me
sick, saying she would rather her
child get measles than risk the
possibility of becoming autistic.
Perhaps we should try our luck

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Respond to Andrea at
thenews@bgnetvs. com

Have you ever looked back on
your high school education and
felt somewhat cheated?
Although 1 am generally satisfied with the quality of my
secondary education, certain
experiences during my college
education have caused me to
re-evaluate some of my former
teachers and the curriculum I
was taught.
I began questioning the quality of my high school education
last semester during Minorities
in American Politics class. It
exposed to mea history that I was
largely ignorant of — America's
long history of violent and divisive racial oppression.
My high school American
history teacher never taught
me about the Bloody Sunday
March, the Birmingham Bus
Boycotts, the heinous murder of
EmmettTilloranyofthesignificant victories of the Civil Rights
Movement. My Oklahoma history teacher never taught me
about the Tulsa Race Riots, or
how Clara Luper staged the first
sit-ins in a major American city
at a Katz Drug store in downtown OKC. In short, I was never
taught about the history of a
large segment of the American
population.
My teacher spent more than
three weeks discussing how
the Revolutionary War freed

the colonists from the tyranny
of unrepresented taxation, yet
he spent less than 10 minutes
discussing how the Civil Rights
Movement helped free people
from the social, economic and
political bondage of discrimination and segregation.
Although 1 am criticizing the
high school I attended, this
problem is not unique to my
school. It is endemic of high
schools across the nation.
Fortunately, some states
have begun addressing this
issue. In recent years, Florida,
New lersey and Illinois have
passed laws requiring African
American history be taught in
their states' public school systems.
In 2005, Philadelphia became
the first major U.S. city to
require an African American
history course as a prerequisite
for graduation. In a New York
Times article, school officials
said the course would benefit
students by exposing them to
a "perspective of American
history that has been largely
absent from most contemporary teaching guides."
Most educators and legislators argue that the limited time
in American history courses
restricts how much African
American history can be discussed. However, I offer a different prognosis for this problem: White Americans tend to
ignore and avoid lengthy dis-

cussions of America's violently
racist past. F.xamples of this
behavior are relatively common
throughout American society.
For example, the Arkansas
legislature recently rejected
a resolution to congratulate
President Obama on his historic election as the 44th president
of the United States. The resolution failed because many legislators took issue with the fact
that it recognized our nation
was founded by slave owners.
Many legislators chose to
contend that not all of the
founding fathers were slaveowners, and many of the
founders detested the institution. Although this may be true,
it does not change the fact that
the overwhelming majority of
the founders owned slaves.
While 1 recognize the motives
behind Philadelphia's plan to
require African American history, the state's proposal is less
than perfect. By ignoring the
history of African Americans in
American history courses and
only addressing it in designated classes, black students are
being told their history is not
part of the broader American
story. The ideal solution would
involve better incorporation of
African American history into
an American history course.
If high schools really want
to teach American history, the
entire history must be brought
forth.

Napping crucial for collegiates
By Camille Framroz*
U-Wire

You know the drill. It's
Wednesday afternoon. You
have just returned from your
physics lecture and have oneand-a-half hours before your
next class. You have a 10-page
philosophy paper due at 4
p.m. With much reluctance,
you sit at your desk, open up
your laptop and glare murderously for about 15 seconds at
the innocent computer screen.
After the mandatory rituals
of checking Facebook, checking your e-mail and checking
Facebook again just in case
anything has changed, you
open the essay and start typing.
You had already finished saying
everything that could conceivably relate to the topic (and
a significant quantity of unrelated blather) by the seventh
page, stretched out your essay
to its breaking point to reach
the eighth page and haven't the
faintest idea what to do to fill
up the last two. Repetition? A
bibliography? A disclaimer?
You decide that the agonizing
10 minutes of intense strategizing merits a break, and after
glancing at the clock, you realize that you have enough time

for a quick nap! You lie down
on your bed, eagerly set your
alarm to ring within 40 minutes, and are dead to the world
within three. One- and-a-half
hours later, having turned off
die alarm entirely after making
it snooze 17 times, you get up
and groggily look at the time.
4:10 p.m.
The Collegiate Nap seems
less like a habit and more like
a crucial feature of our culture. The first thing that I did
after (hopefully) finalizing my
schedule for my spring semester was to check which days
would offer optimal napping
privileges. Everybody naps.
Really. And these naps are not
even confined to the conventional daytime Spanish siestas:
It has become absurdly common to take a nap sometime
between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. to
break the bleary-eyed hysteria
of the inevitable all-nighter.
Adhering to the cult of the
Nap can sometimes have disastrous consequences. If you
were awake till 6 a.m. the night
before, the likelihood that you
will be capable of waking up
after an hour's sleep is remote,
to say the least. A possible solution is to ask a roommate or
a friend to come in and vio-

lently shake you awake, but
that doesn't necessarily work
either. One of my friends precedes each nap with a request
to wake her up within a certain amount of time. But when
we try, she responds frighteningly venomously. "My lab got
rescheduled!" "My 1:30 class is
on Tuesdays, not Wednesdays!"
"My lecture's cancelled!" None
of these, of course, is true. It's
an unbreakable weakness that
she calls "sleep lying" because
she never remembers saying
any of this when she wakes up,
furious and frantic, seven hours
later.
Certainly, the surrender to
the Nap is not always a conscious choice. When one is so
exhausted that the discouragingly fat hardcover chemistry
textbook begins to look temptingly soft, the nap is more
of a collapse than a rational
decision. Yet when one naps
with the idea of taking a restful
break, it can be very beneficial.
A quick nap between classes
can be very rejuvenating, giving
the student the clarity and ability to study better.
Read the rest of the article
online at bgneivs.com
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family, then himself
By KanuU Franko
The Associated Press

CUMBERLAND. Ohio — A man
who told a sheriffs dispatcher he
had money problems strangled
his wife and 11-year-old son,
then shot and killed himself,
authorities said yesterday.
Theodore Bayly, 39, called the
dispatcher about 2 a.m., saying
he had already killed his family and was going to take care
of himself, Noble County Sheriff
I .nidcHI Smith said.
Bayly told the dispatcher in a
seven-minute call that he was
having financial problems and
"couldn't afford it anymore,"
Smith said. He told the dispatcher where to find the bodies and
then hung up.
Authorities found Bayly's
body on an embankment about
35 feet from the family's mobile
home in Cumberland, about 75
miles east of Columbus. He had
a shotgun wound to the head,

Smith said.
Bayly's wife, lanice Bayly, 40,
was found inside the home, and
their son Colton was in the back
seat of a vehicle, Smith said.
The boy appeared to have
been placed in the car after
being killed, Smith said. A coroner determined the mother and
son had been strangled.
Smith said he didn't have
details about the family's financial situation but believed that
Bayly was a self-employed carpenter.
Janice Bayly had worked as a
programs services assistant at
the NobleCounty Senior Citizens
Center in Caldwell since 1996.
The center recently reduced her
hours because of general cutbacks, said Michelle Hollins, the
center's senior program director.
Theodore Bayly occasionally
came by center and was always
respectful and polite, Hollins
said.

Teenage prank leads to
cancellation, sentencing
LEBANON (AP) — A judge has
placed three Ohio teenagers on
probation for unplugging diesel
engine heaters on school buses,
leading to classes being canceled.
The Mason High School students unplugged heaters for 59
buses Ian. 15. Classes were canceled for nearly 11,000 students
in the district when the buses
wouldn't start.
The three had been charged in
Warren County Juvenile Court

with a felony count of disrupting
public service. That was dropped
yesterday in exchange for the
teens admitting to delinquency
counts of attempted vandalism
and criminal trespass.
Judge Mike Powell sentenced
each teen to 300 hours of community service and 60 days
house arrest this summer. They
also must reimburse the district
$2,500 apiece.
Mason is about 20 miles northeast of Cincinnati.

Man jailed 37 months for
practicing without license
COLUMBUS (AP)—An Ohio man
convicted of performing physical
therapy on injured workers without a license has been sentenced
to 37 months in federal prison.
Yesterday, U.S. District Court
Judge Herman Weber sentenced
Michael Stinson in federal court
in Columbus following Stinson's
guilty plea last year.

Stinson was convicted in June
of providing therapy services
without a license and billing for
treatment and services which
were never provided.
Stinson was ordered to
repay more than $2.1 million
to the Ohio Bureau of Workers'
Compensation and S92.000 to the
Internal Revenue Service.
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TOUGH TIMES: J Louis Karp. owner ol Mam Auclion Galleries Inc holds a Man
camouflaged 1930s toy airplane, inside his business in Cincinnati.

Collectibles lose value
from recessive economy
By Dan Sew.ll
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — People trying to
sell their prized possessions these
days are finding that — as with
homes or stocks — the market
value of everything from baseball
cards to antique furniture has
sunk.
Across the country, collectibles
dealers and antiques appraisers
are delivering bad news, and feeling pain themselves. The reason is
simple: potential buyers are outnumbered by desperate sellers.
That's been dashing dreams
of an "Antiques Roadshow"
moment in which the TV show's
hosts appraise family heirlooms
many times higher than the
owner expected.
In suburban Chicago, Ron
Anderson put his treasured 1985
Bears' Super Bowl game ball up
for sale online through Craigslist.
"Instead of sitting around and
worrying about things. I thought
I'd do something." said Anderson,
whose construction contracting business is down. Anderson
priced the ball, which was autographed by the late Hall of Fame
running back Walter Payton and
other stars, at S4,500, figuring he'd
draw interest from wealthy Bears
fans.
He was still waiting for an offer
a month later.
From an antiques auction
house that caters to wealthy
residents of Palm Beach, Fla., to
an Ohio pawn shop with a bluecollar clientele, similar stories
abound.

Families trying to unload keepsakes for cash arc learning that
an economy at risk of falling into
a deflationary period is taking a
heavy toll on the value of these
assets, just as it is for traditional
investments such as stocks and
homes.
Pam Danziger, who studies
consumer behavior as president
of Unity Marketing, said people
who start collections often make
a mistake by considering them an
Investment And that leads to disappointment when they try to sell
them to people who don't share
their emotional ties to the items.
"Even if things are 100 years
old, it doesn't necessarily mean
they're rare or valuable to anyone
else," she said.
While experts generally agree
that demand remains high and
prices good for very rare and topof-the-line items, the market for
mid-range and lower-quality collectibles is down sharply.
"The majority of items have a
value under $10,000, and that's
the material that's been hit the
hardest," said Mike Gutierrez, a
sports memorabilia expert for
Heritage Auctions in Dabs,
The online auction company
eBay Inc. recently reported its
fourth quarter earnings slid 31
percent, although its number of
active buyers and sellers grew
nearly 4 percent to 86.3 million,
liven with more users, gross merchandise volume — the total
amount of money that flows from
transactions on the site, excluding
vehicles — fell 12 percent to SI 15
billion.
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Bonus bill approved for
soldiers serving country
COLUMBUS (AP) — The Ohio
Senate has approved a plan to
paycashbonusestoveteransof
the Persian Gulf, Afghanistan
and Iraq wars.
The Republican-controlled
Senate voted 32-0 yesterday to provide S100 for every
month of service, up to SI. 000,
to veterans of the conflicts.
The House, controlled by
Democrats, is expected to take
up a similar measure in the
coming days.

Voters would have to approve
the plan on the November
ballot because the bonuses
would be paid for from selling
bonds.
l-ate last year when both
chambers were controlled by
Republicans, the Legislature
passed a veterans bonuses
bill that used money from the
state's rainy-day fund. ButGov.
Ted Strickland vetoed it.
Strickland, a Democrat,
favors using bonds.

Now Leasing for
2009-10 School Year
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
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Charlestown Apts
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Houses Available close to campus!
Gill in ni.ikr .in appointment today!
Mid Am Management

641 Third 94 BG
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Small Famous
Seasoned Fries
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Breast Combo

Any Size
Classic Wings Combo
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Our down home country good Crispy Chtcken
Breast Sandwich served with Chechen* Famous
Seasoned Fries and an ey Coke".
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Seasoned Fries and an icy Coke*
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5.00 OFF

40 pe.
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• Quiet Living
4
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President stablizes housing
market, saves American homes
By Liz Sldoti
The Associated Press

MESA, Ariz. — President Barack
Obama threw a $73 billion lifeline to millions of Americans on
the brink of foreclosure yesterday, declaring an urgent need
for drastic action — not only
to save their homes hut to keep
the bousing crisis from wreakin;; even greater havoc" on the
broader national economy.
The lending plan, a full S25
billion bigger than the administration had been suggestion, aims lo prevent as many
as 'i million homeowners from
being evicted and to stabilize
housing markets that are at the
center of the ever-worsening
U.S. recession.
Got emment support pledged
to mortgage giants Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac is being doubled as well, to $400 billion, as
pan ol an effort to encourage
them to refinance loans that
an' "under water" — those in
which homes' market values
have sunk below the amount
the owners still owe.
"All of us are paying a price
for this home mortgage crisis,
and all of us will pay an even
steeper price if we allow this
crisis to continue to deepen,"
Obama said.
I he new president, focusing closely on the economy, in
his first month in office, rolled
out the housing program one
da) after lie was in Denver to
sign his S7K7 billion emergency
stimulus plan to revive the rest
ol t he economy. And his administration is just now going over
fresh requests for multiple billions in bailout cash from ailing
automakers.
Wall Street has shown little
confidence in the new steps,
declining sharply on Tuesday
before leveling off alter vester
day's announcement. The I low
lones industrials rose 3 points

for the day.
Success of the foreclosure
rescue is far from certain.
The administration is loos-
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GOP governors consider
turning down stimulus
By Malinda DaslatU
Associated Press Writer

BATON ROUGE, la.—Ahandful of Republican governors
are considering turning down
some money from the federal stimulus package, a move
i opponents say puts conservative ideology ahead of the
needs of constituents struggling with record foreclosures
and soaring unemployment.
Though none has outright
rejected the money available
for education, health care and
I infrastructure.thegovemorsof
I Texas, Mississippi, Louisiana.
Alaska, South Carolina and
Idaho have all questioned
whether the $787 billion bill
ROSSO FRANKUN ■'
signed into law this week will
HOUSING: President Barad Obama waves to the crowd prior to speaking at Dobson
even help the economy.
"My concern is there's going
HKJII School in Mesa. Ariz., yesterday lecjardirtg the housing foreclosure problem.
to be commitments attached
to it that are a mile long," said
Indeed, Obama himself said,
ening refinancing restrictions
Texas Gov. Rick Perry, who
for many borrowers and pro- "This plan will not save every
considered rejecting some of
viding incentives for lenders in home."
the money but decided yesterThe goal is to lower many
hopes that the two sides will
day to accept it. "We need the
work together to modify loans. endangered homeowners' payfreedom to pick and choose.
But no one is required to par- ments to no more than 31 perAnd we need the freedom to
ticipate. The biggest players in cent of their income. But that
say 'No thanks.'"
the mortgage industry tempo- depends on a high degree of
U.S. Rep. lames Clyburn,
rarily had halted foreclosures in cooperation by lenders who
D-S.C, the No. 3 Mouse
have been increasingly wary of
advance of Obama's plan.
Democrat, said the governors
Complicating matters, inves- new lending as the crisis has
— some of whom are said to
tors in complex mortgage- deepened.
be eyeing White 1 louse bids in
Still, the Obama administralinked securities, who make
money based on interest pay- tion, after talking with mortments, could still balk, espe- gage investors, appears conficially those who hold second dent that it is providing the right
mortgages or home equity mix of incentives and penalties
loans. Their approval would be to make sure mortgage comneeded to prevent many fore- panies take part. Obama said
he backs legislation in Congress
closures.
"The obstacles have not gone to allow bankruptcy judges to
By John Christoffcrscn
away," said Bert Ely, a bank- modify the terms of primary
The Associated Press
ing industry consultant in home loans — an idea ardently
opposed by the lending indusAlexandria, Va.
STAMFORD, Conn. — As
Another cautionary note try.
"laken together, the proviauthorities considered crimicame from lohn Courson,
nal charges, the woman whose
chief executive of the Mortgage sions of this plan will help us
200-pound
domesticated
end this crisis and preserve,
Bankers Association.
chimpanzee went berserk and
"It seems to offer little help to for millions of families, their
mauled a friend backtracked
borrowers whose loan exceeds stake in the American Dream,"
yesterday on whether she gave
their property value by more Obama said. Yet, he also added:
the animal the anti-anxiety
than 5 percent," he said, not- "We must also acknowledge the
drugXanax.
ing that that requirement limits of this plan."
He called on lenders, borrowSandra Ilerold told The
would limit the plan's success
Associated Press yesterday that
in some of the hardest-bit areas ers and the government "to step
she never gave the drug to her
in California, Florida, Nevada back and take responsibility"
14-year-old chimp, Travis, who
and Arizona and parts of the and said: "All of us must learn to
live within our means again."
was shot dead by Stamford
I .ast Coastpolice Monday after he grievously wounded Herold's friend
Charla Nash.
However, Ilerold said in
an interview aired yesterday
morning on NBC's "Today"
show that she gave Travis the
drug in some tea less than five
minutes before he attacked

2012 — are putting.their own
interests first.
"No community or constituent should be denied recovery assistance due to their
governor's political ideology or
political aspirations," Clyburn
said yesterday.
In fact, governors who reject
some of the stimulus aid may
find themselves overridden by
their own legislatures because
of language Clyburn included
in the bill that allows lawmakers to accept the federal money
even if their governors object.
He inserted the provision
based on the early and vocal
opposition to the stimulus plan
bySouthCarolina's Republican
governor, Mark Sanford. But
it also means governors like
Sanford and Louisiana's Bobby
Jindal — a GOP up-and-comcr
often mentioned as a potential
2012 presidential candidate
— can burnish their conservative credentials, knowing
all the while that their legislatures can accept the money
anyway.
Jindal said he, like Perry
and Mississippi Gov. Haley
Barbour, is concerned about
strings attached to the money
even though his state faces a
$1.6 billion budget shortfall
next year.

'Berserk' chimp owner
may face criminal charges

BOB CHID I AP PHOTO
ATTORNEY: Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal speaks at a news conference in
hit office in Harford. Conn, yesterday.

Nash — she even showed a
reporter the mug. Police have
said 1 lerold told them that she
gave Travis Xanax that had not
been prescribed for him earlier on Monday to calm him
because he was agitated.

PHOI0 PROVIDED BY SHERIFFS OFFICE
KLAN: Raymond Foster, alleged leader of
the Ku Kkix Kian was indicted yesterday

Suspected
Grand Master
indicted
By Ktvin McGill
The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — The alleged
leader of a Ku Klux KJan group was
indicted on a second-degree murder charge yesterday in the shooting death of an Oklahoma woman
who police said was killed during
an initiation in south Louisiana
A grand jury indicted Raymond
Foster, 44, and three other suspected group members in the
death of Cynthia Lynch, 43, of
Tulsa, Okla. She was recruited to
join the group over the Internet
and was shot to death when a
disagreement arose during an initiation in November, authorities
have said.
Foster's 20-year-old son Shane
and another suspect were indicted on an obstruction of justice
charge. A fourth suspect was
charged as an accessory after the
fact.
Four others arrested in the case
were not indicted.
Investigators said they found
weapons, Confederate flags and
six Klan robes at the campsite
where Lynch was killed.
All the suspects are from
Washington Parish, where the
Klan flourished in the 1960s, Now,
however, the KKK is considered
weak and loosely organized at the
local and national levels.
Lynch's former attorney had
described her as lonely and
troubled and said she may have
sought a sense of belonging with
the group — referred to at times
as the Sons of Dixie or the Dude
Brotherhood. Investigators said in
November that statements from
suspects suggested Lynch didn't
get along with Raymond Foster
and was shot after she asked to
be taken away from the initiation site, a remote camp in northern St. Tammany Parish, near the
Washington Parish line.
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SIDELINES

Women continuing to move forward
By Andrew Harncr
Sports Editor

With a 22-game winning streak,
it's no surprise there is a lot of
goings on with the women's basketball team.
And with each passing, there
seems to be more and more.

BASKETBALL
Lauren Prochaska
named MAC East
Player of the Week
Prochaska has done it again.
Coming off an incredible performance on Sunday in which
she scored 43 points and led
8G to their 22nd straight victory. Prochaska was named

Clapper hurt
After last Sunday's win over
Central Michigan, coach Curt
Miller briefly mentioned an injury
to Sarah Clapper's arm.
In the game, she wore a sleeve,
but it did not seem to affect her
PlayYesterday, Miller elaborated on
her injury.
"Against Toledo, she got tied up
with Lisa Johnson and had her
arm bent back," Miller said. "It is a
strain of a muscle but also a partial
tear of a ligament."

Miller later added that if Clapper
were in a throwing sport such as
baseball or football, Clapper
would probably be having Tommy
John surgery.
Clapper's injury will continued to be evaluated all the way
through the off season, but she
will continue playing unless the
pain becomes too unbearable.
McCoy's role

Niki McCoy, suspended for the
past three games, will be returning to play on Saturday at Akron.
However, the capacity in which
she will be used is not yet known
with Miller saying the decision
will be made at game-time.
"We're treating it like someone
coming back from an injury or
illness, and they have to be ready,"
Miller said. "They've got to be able
to prove they're ready to get the
minutes they would like to have."

"We're treating it
like somebody coming back from an
injury or illness."
Curt Miller | head Coach

len Uhl, who hasstarted in place
of McCoy, has performed well,
netting 29 points and grabbing 21
rebounds in the four games.
Laura Bugher and Clapper
have also seen increased minutes
and production during McCoy's
suspension, which leaves Miller
knowing working McCoy back
into the lineup isn't going to be
easy.
"Without question, people
have earned some minutes in
her absence and deserve a shot,"
Miller said.

EMOCHWU

THE BG NEWS

WELCOME BACK: Niki McCoy mil return to the team this Saturday her role is unknown.

MAC East Player of the
Week. She's held the title several times this season.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to the BG
News Sports Blog for continued coverage of your favorite
Falcons sports. Starting
tomorrow well have live blogs
and multi media from each of

Going against the mold
BG swimmer doesn't fit the stereotype, still continues to perform
By John Lopez
Reporter

this weekend's hockey games.
Also be on the lookout for
more new recruit profiles.
wvrtv.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1965—NFL adds 6th
official.
1928—Canadian hockey
team wins 3rd consecutive
gold medal

The List
With the NFL Draft less than
two months away, today we're
taking a look at the top five
skill position players in this
years draft class, or so we
think.

1. Michael Crabtree:
He's big. strong, athletic, fast
and a good route runner. He'll
be a good fit for a team in
need of a receiver, namely,
the Seattle Seahawks.

2. Matthew
Stafford: He has the look
of the best quarterback in the
draft. The only knock against
his potential will be the fact

As she pops out of the pool after
another first place finish, some
people might think senior Alisha
Yee doesn't look like your typical swimmer. With bleach blond
hair and a body that is as much
a tattoo artist's dream as a swim
coach's, Yee casts as striking a
presence outside the pool as in
it.
"Nine times out of 10 people
meet me and don't think 1 am an
athlete," Yee said. "I have always
been a little different, and never
followed what other people are
doing."
Yee's coaches and peers find
a correlation between her individual style outside the pool with
her confidence in it.
Former Falcon swimming
great Caroline Keating remembers watching Yee's development
as a swimmer as well as a college
student.
Keating, who graduated from
the University two years ago,
remembers the buzz around
the program when Yee made her
official recruiting visit.
"From the day she walked on
campus we were excited she was
even considering us," Keating
said.
ETHAN MAG0C THE BG NEWS
Once Yee accepted a scholarship at the University, her ability ROCK STAR: Yee has dominated in the pool this season (or the Falcons while showcasing her rock star persona out of it.
was evident from the first practice, but it took time for the West "But over time, that changed; star persona out of it, Yee is still everyone else first."
Assistant coach Mark Howard
Coast native to adjust to swim- her uniqueness outside the pool a tremendous asset to the team's
couldn't agree more.
ming for a Division I college pro- helps with her confidence in it. I chemistry.
"Alisha is a really hard work"She isone of the girls theentire
gram.
wouldn't want to be the person
er, who won't let anyone get in team looks up to." Howard said.
"When Alisha was a freshman racing against her today."
Apart from her tremendous her way," Keating said. "She is a "She has an amazing work ethic
she was a little bit timid and not
very self confident," Keating said. ability in the pool, and her rock teammate first and always puts and great personal determina-

tion."
And in a generation where the
"athlete" in student athlete comes
first, Yee has been one to set the
example for her teammates academically as well.
"Alisha has really stepped it up
over the last year and a half; she
has helped us maintain a team
GPA of over 3.0." Howard said.
As for her individualistic style,
her coaches think it's a perfect
ingredient for team success.
"She is a quiet leader who leads
by example," head coach Keri
Buff said. "When she has something to say we all stop and listen."
Howard also embraces the
senior's uniqueness.
"Alisha has always marched to
the beat of her own, very specific drum," Howard said. "She
always puts on a good show, and
makes swimming exciting, tven
through all her injuries, when
she swims, everyone is watching
to see what she will do next."
From pink hair and tattoos in
high school, to sub-two minute
times in the pool as a senior at
Bowling Green, Yee said she owes
much of her success to Buff.
"Keri has helped me become a
better everything: a better person, a better swimmer and a better leader," Yee said.
Yee has been so dominant
this season, watching her swim
dual meets can be almost anticlimatic; she has won over 70
percent of the events she has
entered this year.
And with her final meet as a
See YEE | Page 8

that he'll likely go to Detroit,
where no QB has won before.

Moten, BG upset MAC's top team

At least not for long.

3. Knowshon

By Jason Jonaf

Moreno: He's compiled

Assistant Sports Editor

quite the highlight reel over
the course of just two years
in Georgia. Running backs
have some of the easiest
transitions to the professional
game, especially with the
two-back fad going on now.
Look for Moreno to contribETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS

ute Immediately.

4. Jeremy Maclin:
He's a big play threat on
offense and on special teams.
He could provide a major
deep and big play threat for
a team that is in desperate
need of it: the San Francisco
49ers.

5. Mark Sanchez:
Sorry Pete Carrol, he's going
in the first round. He has a big
arm and a lot of potential. If
enough teams pass on him he
could replace Brett Favre in
New York.

*

SIZE DOESN'T MATTER: Boyd has made a big impact this season despite his size

Weekend's games will
match CCHA's smallest
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

Saturday will be the end of an
era for BGSU hockey. At roughly 5:05 p.m. it will be the final
time Jimmy Spratt, Brandon
Svendsen, and Kevin Schmidt
will skate to the blue line to a
cheering BG Ice Arena Crowd.
"It's been a great time and
opportunity
for
myself,"
Svendsen said of the program,
"They've been nothing but great

to me, it's been a fantastic place
to play for me."
Spratt and Svendsen have had
career years, while Schmidt has
helped hold together a defensive core that lost three players
throughout the course of the
season.
Schmidt, a defenseman from
Markham, Ontario, entered
the program as an offensive
See HOCKEY | Page 8

Who is this team?
That's the question that
men's basketball fans will be
asking themselves now. After
losing to the worst team in the
Mid-American Conference on
Sunday, Eastern Michigan, BG
14-10 (8-4 MAC), pulled off a
huge upset on the Buffalo Bulls
last night in Buffalo, winning
by a score of 59-48.
The win completes a season
sweep of UB by the Falcons.
BG opened up conference play
back in early January with an
86-82 victory at home over UB
as well.
Senior Brian Moten led the
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I MBGNEWS
way for BG, turning in one of the
most impressive performances LEADING THE WAY: Brian Moten scored
of his career. Moten finished 22 points oK the bench The starters had 25
the game as the only Falcon in
double figures in points, scoring 22.
BG's first-half shooting perMoten efforts were especially centage was an incredibly
impressive because the Falcons impressive 56.0 percent, while
five starters (Joe Jakubowski, Buffalo's was a dismal 29.6.
Nate Miller, Chris Knight,
For the game, BG shot 53.7
Darryl Clements and Otis Polk) percent from the field while
combined for 23 points.
Buffalo only managed 34.0.
BG jumped out to an early
BG's best offense came in the
lead and took it into halftime, form of Moten shooting three
leading 37-22.
pointers. He shot 6 of 9 for the

game from deep.
The timing of this win is
odd. The Falcons couldn't have
looked any worse their last time
out against EMU. Now, thanks
to last night, they've knocked
off the conference's top team.
BG is quickly transforming
into one of the most frenetic
teams in the conference. One
game they can get beaten by
the worse, the next they can
knock off the best. It's a style
of play that coaches don't usually like, but one that can definitely make things interesting
in March.
The low point for the Falcons
came in the form of Chris
Knight. Knight left the game
after just one minute of play
and did not return. His status
was unknown when The BG
News went to print. If Knight is
seriously hurt then the Falcons
would likely put Moten in the
starting lineup, where he is less
comfortable.
Next up for the Falcons will be
a matchup against Canisius on
Saturday for an ESPN Bracket
Busters game. The game wil be
another case of the Falcons taking on a terrible team. They'll
need to win in order for the win
over Buffalo to really stick.
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is not leaving the program all
together.
"I have talked to Keri about
slaving with the program," Yee
said. "1 am going to be an assistant next year; I want to be able
m still make an impact on the
program."
Buff is welcoming Yee's contribution next year, and was
emotional while praising her
"franchise" swimmer.
"She has over come so much,"
Buff said. "Every success has
been hers and hers alone. She
is the toughest kid on any block.
She thrives on being knocked
down."

YEE
From Page 7

Falcon less than ;i week away.
Yee is gearing up to finish with
a bang.
"I really want to get everything
I can out of the Mid-American
t onference Championships,"
Vee said. "It hasn't hit me yet
thai it will be all over. I don't
think it will hit me until my
final race Saturday night."
Yee has high expectations lor
her final 200 yard hackstroke.
looking to drop more than a
second off her school record
When asked what she thought
1:5933.
"I set a personal goal of swim- Yee would get into after her
mingaround l:57.00attheMAC graduation, Buff was confident
Championship, and I a feeling in her swimmer's high ceiling.
"After she graduates, I am very
good, so we will see."
Ittit just because her swim excited to see what she does
career is coming to an end. Yee next." Buff said. "A rock star

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

LEADERSHIP: Alisha Yee has prowled
the Falcons with senior leadership
PAUt CONNOR

FRESH START: After an awful stint with the New York Yankees Call Pavano will get a chance to start over in Cleveland.

is the best way to describe her.
Whatever she chooses to do she
will he successful and we will
hear her name again."

Pavano seeking fresh start with Indians
By Tom Wlth«rt

HOCKEY

The Associated Press

From Page 7

(lelenseman who recorded
"it, points in his final year
ol juniors. As a Falcon he
became more of a stay-athome defenseman.
"lie's great, he's a real
skilled defenseman who
skaies real well and moves
lhe puck up the ice," Spratt
said
Despite his changing role
Schmidt continued to posses the offensive touch and
madea major dent on thestal
sheet his junior season, lie
finished third in the CCHA
with points by a defenseman
while recording a career high
21 assists, he also scored two
game winning overtime
goals that season.
But perhaps Schmidt's
most impressive feat is his
consistency; the senior has
only missed six games in his
four-year career and hasn't
been scratched since his
sophomore season.
"ISchmidt'sl been a very
positive force on our team,
and he's been a very solid
four year player for us." said

BG coach Scott Paluch
Svendsen has also been the
picture of consistency for the
Falcons, only missing five
games in hiscarcer.Thisyear
has been particularly special
for Svendsen; the Minnesota
native has been a part of one
of the CCIIA's most dynamic

ETrUNMKO ■■'■ BGWWS
STOPPER: Jimmy Spratt is coming off a good weekend in goal.

lines scoring a career high 11
goals and 17 assists.
"He's a great role model,"
Schmidt said. "He's played
consistent throughout his
career, and then obviously
this years he's had a break
out senior year. He's kind of a
great model to look up to."
Svendsen has also been a
key part of BG's penalty kill,
scoring a conference high
three shorthanded goals tied
for third in the NCAA.
Back in net Spratt has been
having a career year as well,
after a junior year where he
split time with CCHA AllFreshman selection Nick
I ii.i Spratt has put together
career highs in wins (10),
save percentage (.896), goals

against average (2.94) and
recorded his first two career
shutouts.
The first came in a 30-save
white washing at Alaska, the
second a 29-save effort to
upset then #6 Michigan.
"You're talking about someone who, after last year had
an outstanding off-season,"
Paluch said. "Jimmy has
answered the bell and carried the load. He's enjoyed
some banner games, he's
been very important to our
team."
Spratt, a draft pick of the
Calgary Flames, is also likely
to post his career high for
starts in a season after the
Falcon's weekend series
against Michigan State.

AP---,)ti.

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — Carl
Pavano left Cleveland's training
complex a few days ago wearing
a black Rolling Stones' T-shirt
with the iconic protrudingtongue logo on the front.
No, it wasn't a message directed at the Yankees or New York's
media.
But Pavano. a monumental free-agent bust in New York
where he spent most of four
years on the disabled list, being
disparaged by teammates who
questioned his heart and work
ethic and ridiculed in the tabloids, is glad to be out of pinstripes that at times felt like
striped prison garb.
He's been reborn with the
Indians.
"It's a new start." he said
Wednesday.
Pavano signed a one-year $1.5
million deal with Cleveland
in January, and although the
33-year-old with a history of
elbow problems has made just
26 starts since 2005, he was
immediately penciled in as the
Indians' No. 3 starter behind AL
Cy Young winner Cliff Lee and
Fausto Carmona. Not bad for a
guy dubbed "American Idle" in
New York for his inability to stay
healthy or live up to enormous
expectations attached to a fouryear, S40 million contract.
He has spent the past few
weeks getting to know new
teammates and refreshing old
connections with Lee. Kerry

I'm happy is all in the past."
Pavano thought his final chapter as a Yankee was closed.
But in his new best seller."The
Yankee Years," former New York
and current Los Angeles Dodgers
manager loe Torre threw some
literary high heat at Pavano, an
All-Star in 2004. Torre claimed
that "the (Yankees) players
hated" Pavano and questioned
the right-hander's commitment
and willingness to pitch through
pain.
In the hook, co-authored by
SportsIllustrated'sTomVerducci,
Yankees bullpen catcher Mike
Borzello is quoted as saying:
"Guys on the team despised him
(Pavano). One day leet (Derek
Jeter) walked by him and said,
'Hey, Pav. You ever going to play?
Ever?' Wow. That was a damaging comment coming from
Jeter."
Pavano is aware of Torre's
remarks but isn't taking them
to heart.
"It's tough when the person
doesn't say them to your face,
but who knows how they're
being interpreted?" he said.
"Everything in the media is
embellished to make it better or
worse than sometimes it really
is. So unless a person says it to
my face, I really don't put too
much thought into it. I don't like
hearing those things, but it's part
of the game.
"That's not the type of guy I
am. You're not going to hear me
say things like that about teammates. I just go about my business."

Wood, Rafael Betancourt, lake
Westbrookand Indians manager
Eric Wedge, whom he first met
when he was a 19-year-old prospect in Boston's organization.
"It's nice to have some familiar
faces, and one of them being the
manager always helps," Pavano
said during a quick change in
the clubhouse before heading to
the weight room. "It's nice, and
it's welcomed."
New York swallowed Pavano
whole.
Signed by the Yankees after
winning 18 games for Florida in
2004, Pavano had his first season in New York cut short after
17 games because of shoulder
tendinitis. In 2006, he missed
training camp with a bad back,
began the season on the DI. with
more shoulder trouble and then
had elbow surgery.
During rehab, he broke two
ribs in a car accident and hid the
injury from the Yankees.
He started on opening day for
New York in 2007, but made just
one more appearance before
being sidelined with forearm
tightness and eventually underwent reconstructive elbow surgery. He missed New York's first
128 games last season but made
seven starts after Aug. 23.
The strong finish wasn't
enough to satisfy the Yankees,
who released Pavano in
November.
"I failed miserably for four
years on a big stage, which was
no fun," he said, "i just kept my
mouth shut and kept plugging
away. I took a lot of abuse, which
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We're a cool place to warm up to.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Burrwood Subdivision
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• 1 -2 Car garages w/automatic openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets.ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at S1200.00 (limit 3 peoplel
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Bring in this Ad
and you will be
frozen into the old rates
when you sign a lease. Offer expires Feb. 27, 2009
Leasing Begins January 19th, 2009

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.
Heat & Cable Included

445E.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

UNIVERSITY COURTS
16r2 bedrooms lor mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included
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Looking to build momentum heading down the stretch, the BGSU men host the
Golden Griffins as part of ESPNU's, Bracket Buster Saturday...be there!
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The BGSU icers host the Spartans in their final home game
of the season, Senior Night 2009... be there I
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we lived at
Copper Beech...

...we would have a dishwasher!
Full-size dishwasher in each unit
> Shuttle service to bars
on Friday & Saturday nights

> FREE Internet
> FREE cable

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price

> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
in each bedroom
> Available furnished
or unfurnished
^^^_
> Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit
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> 4 bedroom townhomes
start at $310 per person
> and so much more...
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I
TOWNHOME
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COMMUNITIES, LLP
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
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Successful helicopter rescue
avoids tragic outcome

APPHOTO
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Obama to
reassure Canada
on free trade
By Rob Gillie

Bush, said David Hiette. director of the Canada Institute at
die Woodrow Wilson Center
for International Scholars in
Washington.
"Most Canadians found
George \V. Bush radioactive."
Biette said. "(Canadians love
Obama, so Harper has a much
freer range to make motions
toward the United States."
Ronald Reagan, Bush's lather,
and Bill. Clinton made Canada
their first stop, but Bush went to
Mexico. Canadians felt snubbed.
When Bush visited in 2004,
about 8,000 Canadians protested largely because of America's
actions in Iraq.
This time, "we anticipate that
the crowds will be very enthusiastic," Ottawa Police Supt.
(luneB Bordcleau said.
lessica Franklanv, an employee of Bang-on T-shirts, said
they've sold hundreds of Obama
T-shirts.
"People are really excited that
he's coming up here so soon
after the election," Franklanv
said. "I think everybody would
like the chance to see him."

T he Associated Press

OTTAWA - < lanadians greeted
,i presidential visit from George
W. Hush with H.IKXI protesters.
lor President liaiack Obama?
Iliey re selling l-shirts, and the
conservative governmenl is
happy to see him.
"They want to bask in the same
glory." said Nelson Wiseman,
an assoeiate professor at the
University of Toronto. "Nobody
would have gone to Ottawa to try
to get a glimpse of Bush except to
demonstrate against him."
Obama goes to Canada on
Thursday lor his first foreign
\ i-.it as president. It will be short,
about six hours long, lie is not
staying for dinner.
But he will meet with
( (insrrvative Prime Minister
Stephen Harper for a working
lunch and a joint news conference. He will also meet briefly
with liberal opposition leader
Michael lgnaticff at the airport
before he leaves.
I laqx'r will he want to be Been
as close to Obama, unlike with

Merciless rebels attack
unsuspecting townspeople
By Mich.ll. F.u,l

Aid workers alerted nearby
U.N. peacekeepers, but for
hours no one came.
So tens of thousands of
townspeople fled — on foot,
on bicycles, on motorcycles,
anything to escape. Some did
not get out on time and were
slaughtered on the spot. Others
were abducted and killed in the

The Associated Press

DUNGU, Congo — Harly in
the morning the warnings
came: Rebels notorious for
vicious attacks on civilians
wire advancing on this eastem Congolese town of thatched
roof huts along the winding
Kibali River.

hush.

NO MORE
SPACE HEATERS!

LONDON (AP) — A helicopter
carrying 18 people to an offshore oii platform crashed into
the North Sea yesterday, officials said. All aboard were rescued.
Maritime and Coastguard
Agency spokesman Mark Clark
said the Super Puma helicopter
went down as it approached a
BP-operated oil field 120 miles
(190 kilometers) east of the
Scottish city of Aberdeen. Coast
guard spokesman Fred Caygill
said the passengers and crew
managed to make it out of the
helicopter and onto two inflatable life rafts.
"We're very pleased that all 18
have been rescued," Caygill said,
adding there were no serious
injuries. Scottish Hirst Minister
Alex Salmond said the rescue
"averted what could have been
a terrible tragedy."
The crash occurred about
6:30 p.m. local time (1830GMT)
near LTAP Field, BP PI.C spokesman David Nicholas said. The
coast guard said the helicopter

AP PHOTO

SPEAKING: US. House Speaker Nancy Wosi
left listens to Itatan ftemier S*/io Berlusconi at
the Via Madama residence.

DITCHED: An undated photo from files show a Bond Super Puma AS552L Mark II helicopter of the same type that ditched into the North Sea neat ihe ETAP field Wednesday

was owned by Bond Offshore
Helicopters Ltd.. which provides air transport for energy
installations.
Helicopters are frequently
used to ferry workers to and
from oil and gas rigs in the
North Sea. lake Molloy, an official with the Rail, Maritime, and

By Mark U*
THe Associated Press

AP PHOTO

RALLY: An Israeli demonstrator adjusts a banner showing Israeli solder Sgt. Glad Schalit
who was captured by Hamas-allied militants in 2006. during a rally calling for his release.

In return for sending Schalit
back, Hamas is demanding the
freedom of hundreds of Palestinian
prisoners held by Israel, including
dozens of convicted killers. It also
has insisted the prisoner exchange
should be handled separately from
the cease-fire negotiations.
Olmert insisted on a link. "I don't
think we need to open the crossings until the issue of Gilad Schalit
is resolved," he told the Security
Cabinet, according to his office.
Israeli negotiator Ofer Dekel will
fly to Cairo on Friday for further
indirect talks with Hamas, mediated by Egypt, officials in Olmert's
office said. The officials, speaking
on condition of anonymity because
of die sensitivity of die talks, said
Dekel would remain in Cairo until
an accord is reached.
Government spokesman Mark
Regev said Israel would continue
to alkivv a limited flow of food and
humanitarian items into Gaza.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 16, 2009
422 Ctauoh SI - Two bedrooms $470 00
per month plus utilities Deposit $470 00
Limit 2 people. Limit 2 care. Lease 5/16709
-5/8/10

710 Elm St Three bedrooms $76000
per month plus utilities Deposit $760.00.
Has a washer and dryer Limrt 3 people.
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8710

221 5. College Or- Three bedrooms
$816 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$816 00 Tenants mow lawn Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709 - 5/8/10

710 1)2 Elm St - Three bedrooms, 2
baths $740 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740 00 Has a washer and
dryer Limrt 3 people Limit 3 care. Lease
5/16709 • 5/6710

710 Eighth St- Three bedrooms. 2 baths
$960 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$960.00 Air conditioned, washer and dryer
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 6716/09
- 578710.
720 i 722 Eighth- Two -3 bedrooms
A-frame houses. $575.00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $575 00 Limit 3 people
Limit 3 care. Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10.

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace is dedicated lo providing '
YOU with the best affordable housing in the area!

Here are just a few other things
we have to offer YOU:
3 Laundromats
Air Conditioned
Plenty of Parking
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Private Resident Shuttle

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2 Swimming Pools
24 Hour Emergency maintenance
High Speed Internet Included
Minutes Irom BGSU
Gas Included (Heat. Hot Water
and Cooking!

Three bedrooms, 2 car
garage $1,050 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $1,050 00 Tenants mow lawn
Limit 3 people Limit 3 care Lease 5/16/09

1461)2 Manvllli - One bedroom, upper
unit. $395 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2
care Lease 5/16(09 ■ 5/8/10.

1W 1)2 MMVlllt ■ One bedroom, upper
unit $395 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $395.00 Limit 2 people. Limit 2
care Lease 5/16/09-5/8710.

'""° Available August 20, 2009
, Three bedrooms.
$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 care. Has
washer and dryer Lease 6720/09 - 8/7/10
432 S. Colltni IB - One bedroom
$480 00 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$480 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2 care Lease
8/20/09 - 8/7/10
FKTIIKMV

I

400 E. Napoleon Rd. I 419.352.9135 I www.winthropterrace.com

Itegev said the ministers
also agreed that a number of
Palestinian prisoners could
be released in exchange for the
soldier. He would not say how
many.
"We will have to release terrorists, people who are guilty of
very difficult crimes," Regev said.
'The ministers supported and
understood this."
I lamas officials, both in Gaza
and in the group's exiled leadership in Syria, condemned
Israel's decision and accused it of
undermining the Egyptian mice
effort.
Ali Baraka, a Hamas leader
based in Damascus, Syria, said
Israel's decision "comes in the
face of Egyptian efforts because
this position is one of obstinacy.'
The Palestinian observer at the
United Nations, Riyad Mansour,
told reporters at UN. headquarters in New York that Israel's new
demand meant it did not want
a truce.
The world body's top Mideast
envoy, Robert Serry, told the U.N.
Security Council that a durable
cease-fire will be achieved only
if there is broad progress on
exchanging prisoners, preventing weapons smuggling into
Gaza, opening Gaza's borders
and uniting Palestinian factions.
Aslongasthelxirdersareclosed,
efforts to repair the heavy damage in Gaza will remain frozen
because of shortages of cement,
glass, nails and other basic supplies. Thousands of homes were
damaged or destroyed, and the
basic infrastructure was hit hard
during the Israeli offensive.

By Victor L. Simpson
1 ho Ass.■■; ated Press

VATICAN CITY — Pope
Benedict XVI received Nancy
Pelosi, one of the most prominent abortion rights politicians
in America, and told her yesterday that Catholic politicians
have a duty to protect life "at all
stages of its development."
The U.S. House speaker, a Catholic, was the first
top Democrat to meet with
Benedict since the election
of Barack Obama, who won a
majority of the U.S. Catholic
vote despite differences with
the Vatican on abortion.
On his fourth day in office
last month, Obama ended a
ban on funds for international
groups that perform abortions
or provide information on the
option — a sharp policy change
from former President George
VV. Bush's Republican administration.
TheVatican'sattemptstokeep
the Pelosi visit low-profile displayed its obvious unease with
the new U.S. administration.
Benedict and Bush had found
common ground in opposing
abortion, an issue that drew
them together despite their differences over the war in Iraq.
Yesterday's meeting, in a
small room off a Vatican auditorium after the pope's weekly
public audience, was closed to
reporters and photographers.
The Vatican also said — contrary to its usual policy when
the pope meets world leaders
— that it was not issuing either
a photo or video of the encounter, claiming the meeting was
private.
A short statement from the
Vatican said the pope "briefly greeted" Pelosi and did not
mention any other subject they
may have discussed besides
abortion.
In their 15-minute meeting,
the Vatican said Benedict spoke
of the church's teaching "on the
dignity of human life from conception to natural death." That
is an expression often used
by the pope when expressing
opposition to abortion.
Benedict said all Catholics
— especially legislators, jurists
and political leaders — should
work to create "a just system
of laws capable of protecting
human life at all stages of its
development," the Vatican
said.
Pelosi, for her part, did not
even mention the pope's allusion to abortion.
In a statement issued by her
office, Pelosi said it was with
"great joy" that she and her husband Paul met with Benedict.

150 Manvllli- Two bedrooms, tower
unit $740 00 per monlh plus utilities
Deposit $740 00 Limit 3 people Limit 3
care. Lease 5716709 - 5/8710

JL

"a€4€lttl0
'eU-Z/CKM^J

Ml 5, Colltm IB Two bedrooms
$750.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$750.00. Limit 4 people Limit 4 care
Lease 8/20/09- 87/10

children welcome to apply for any rental unit

or vi»» our weiMile for I

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office:

Transport Workers Union, said
there were about 50 flights a day
between Aberdeen and the various installations in the area.
I le said t he helicopters tended
to have a "pretty good record,"
noting that the last fatal crash
occurred more than two years
ago.

srael declares no cease-fire until
captured soldier returned
JERUSALEM — Israel declared
yesterday that it will not open the
Gaza Strip's blockaded borders
until Hamas militants free a captured Israeli soldier, dealing a blow
to Egyptian efforts to broker a longterm cease-fire.
The decision was condemned
by Hamas, which is desperate for
border crossings to be opened in
order to start repairing destruction
from Israel's military offensive in
the coastal territory last month.
In parallel, the prime minister of
the rival Palestinian government
in the West Bank announced plans
to stream reconstruction money
directly to the people of Gaza.
That would effectively sideline the
I lamas administration in Gaza.
Gaza's borders have been scaled
by Israel and Egypt since thelslamic
militants of Hamas violently seized
control of the territory nearly two
years ago, driving out supporters
of Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas.
Israel allows only vital humanitarian supplies to enter, and the
Security Cabinet decided that closurewillstayinplaceuntilSgt.Gilad
Schalit is released. The 11-memner
body unanimously endorsed the
condition, which was set out by
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert this
week.
The soldier was captured in a
2006 cross-border raid by Hamaslinked militants who attacked an
army base, killing two other soldiers.

Pope
greets US
Speaker
Pelosi

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTERST

Friday, February 27,2009,8 p.m.
Sunday, March 1,2009,3 p.m.
KobackerHall I Moore Musical Arts Center
Tickets:
$9 students & senior citizens
$u adults
Oi urn*** «■ d«» of tuffmvKil
Call 372*8171 or 1-800-589-223.4

Box Office open weekdays Noon to 6 p.m.

Sang In F.ngliih | Tt-iiuUUon b* Idwud D.
S'»n» DlrrcKon Ranald E. Shlridi
Muaiccl Diitttton Emily It-M-nan Brown
Musical Pr«pinilon KrvmByltma
Ufhftag D#ngn KaUh W Hofack-tr
Cottum* D* »ign Margarrtt McCubbln
$c-mk Dtalgn To4d Canady
Sctnt Painting Uturti Kotnwr

BGSU.
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Did you Know...

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

An ad photographer & member of
"The Findlay Art League" is looking
lor female models of color...
Afncan American, Hispanic, Asian &
Caucasion, just to name a few, with
experience in modern or classical
dance or yoga, pilates, body
building or gymnastics, and people
who generally look physically fit for a
continuing photographic project

peanut butter
on first when
making a
peanut butter

V

and jelly sandwich.

$$$

419-424-1448 after 7pm.
Early learning classroom teachers
wanted, must be in 2nd yr. majonrtg
in ECE and able to do lesson plans.
For more info, contact Perry Harris
at 419-241-9360 or e-mail at
babydolftreasures@yahoo.com
Earn extra $, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
I lit- li(< \.»\ Mill mi! knowingly ;mri>i
■dvrMMrmrnls thai disrflmlnaip or
■BCOUI1M <lls< tJmiiHiiloii again*! any
Imltv1dii.il or group on thr basis of rate
wx. (film, creed. n>ll|0on. nailorul origin.
M'MI.II ortMUttOO. ilisiilnlity Mams ai a
veteran, or on ihe basi* of any ollwr legally
proMcMdataiui
Ihe W. Newt rmrVM ihe nghl to decline.
JIM Miiiimn- o( rrviwr any advertisement
such as ihose found IO be defamatory.
h< km,.inh(lualbasis.misleading orfalse
In n.ilimv All advertisements arc subject
lOi-ditifig.iiiil.ippTm.il

Local Perrysburg Ins. Agency seeks
experienced Sales Professional,
PC licensed a plus.
Double commissions pd in 1 st year
Apply at: piniobs@holmail.com
Strawberry blonde female medical
model needed for BG massage
therapist creating handbook & video
2-4 hrs/wk, S14/hr. Must be 18 or
over. Fit, engaging, confident
E-mail brief bio, contact info &
schedule to. myo-fit@myo-fit.com
ASAP BY 2/24/09. Photo a plus.

For Rent

Services Offered
Tarot card reader, tells past, present
& future. Solves all problems.
Free question. Half off specials!
Call 567-278-1508 for an appt.
Located in downtown BG.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

12 month leases starting May 2009,
837 3rd - 3 BR duplex. $900 + util,
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
S700/mo + utilities,
420 S. College - 3BR house
$750/mo + utilities.
234 N Enterprise - 2BR. $600 * util.
415 E. Court A- 1BR triplex
S340/mo * utilites.
322 E. Court #6 -1 BR, S460 incl. util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com
419-352-8917
3/4 BR house w/ W/D avail now!
$800/mo + util. 217 Palmer Ave.
Call 419-934-0128.

CHILL OUT!,

1 BR apt close to campus, avail nowl
S395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Call 419-708-9981

$99- Deposit!*
FREE HEAT!

3 BR apt for rent, recently updated,
small pets ok 619 High SI, BG.
HURRY! Special - S625/mo
Call 419-308-3525.
3 BR apt. 443B N Enterprise- $550,
1 BRapt. 1112 Ridge-$350,
443 N. Enterprise efficiency- S250
Call 419-308-2458
3 BR house $825/mo w/ C/A. W/D,
avail 8/15/09
3 efficiency apts, 1 three room $375
& 1 one room for $290 avail 5/15,
Call 419-601-3225
3 BR units, 1/yr lease, avail May '09.
4th & 5th St
2 BR apts. 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09, 4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110
426 E Wooster, Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail. Fall 2009
$950/mo, util incl. call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail. Fall 2009, $475/mo. utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
601 Third St,
704 Fifth St.
710 Seventh St.
Now leasing lor May & August,
Call 419-352-3445
Avail now, newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR, each w/ priv bath & entrance.
Close to campus. $1075/mo ♦ elec.
Call 419-708-9981

SATURDAYS 10-3

$8 - $14+ an hour!
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
24
25
26
30
32
34
37
41
42
43
44
45

Short distance
Hullabaloo
Some votes
Seep
Fnend in Madrid
Present starter?
Start of a quip
Rink slider
"Havana" star
Sawbuck
Speech on Sun.
His in Hyeres
Old sailor
"Barney Miller" ca-star
Shout of pain
Part 2 of quip
Suffers defeat
Essential acid type
Explorer Johnson
" Got Mail"
Star in Cygnus
Part 3 of quip

'certa-fl conovnons apply

<jL Near BGSU. private aL
patio/entrance, extra J
*T storage, pets welcome "W"
4fr short-term leases avail. #
* No Security Deposit *
^ if ion movie in before JA,
J •
3/31/09.*
9

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street

•jK,

Rcstriclions Apply*

BK$£
-jK.

Cast off
Mongolian invader
Wane
Braided linen tape
Motive
Evergreen tree
Eye in Aix
Wee woolly one
Hey!
Polo of "Meet the
Parents"
64 Ireland
65 Heroic exploit
67 Highland negative
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BG Apts -818/822 2nd St
2BR, C/A, D/W,
S500-$510/mo + gas & eleclric.
Smith Apt Rentals
www bgapartments com
419-352-8917

For Rent

HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle,
1/2 blck from campus, near windmill.
4 BR. 2 bath, $1100/mo, good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S College. 3 BR. 1 bath,
$975/mo. good condition
129B S. College. 1/2 block from
campus. 1 BR. 1 bath. $375/mo.
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www froboserentals.com

V

0 0

.

8

Nice 3 BR house, avail. 6/09.
$1150/mo. 318 N Summit.
close to campus, call 440-339-4428

Houses for rent, 4-5 bdrms, 2 baths,
between campus S downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500
Retired teacher will rent rooms &
share house, ideal for grad students
or professors Large older BG home,
4 BR's. 2 w/b fireplaces, wooded 1 5
lot, full use of kitchen, laundry, etc.
$300/moincl util Call 419-352-5523

SHAMROCK STUDIOS
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail Fully furnished We provide all
uttl. cable TV & high speed internet
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www shamrockbg.com
Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St
2-fBR. A/C, garage. W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price'
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands
Call 419-354-6036

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE AT GLASS CITY FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION TODAY!

419.353.0325

3

Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts lor 2009-2010
Great locations/low sec dep.
Call 419-354-6036, 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt com

09 - 10
SchooIYe
Listings Available

SEMESTER LEASES AVAII ABLE'

<

V

For Rent

AUNDROMAT
993 S. Main St.

Houses, Apts., & Efficiencies

/

"
.
-

H

For Rent

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

321 E. Merry 3-4 BDRM< .
315 E. Merry 4 BDRM.

i

1

^ -

5535/month Full Year Lease

CAtmMALS

1 a

■■

1-800-899-8070

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

9 419-352-7691

Dhabi
J.H.S. subject
Uncommon
Mai
cocktail
SASE. e.g.
Observe m secret
Deviant
In a chair
End of quip
Mythical Hun king
Founder of the Ottoman
dynasty
Border lake
Film unit
Renaissance fiddle
Take exception to

V!

48
51
52
53
55
57
59
60
62
63

HO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

tlVYWOODAPTS.^

if- I Bdrms./Studios ■#•
Winter Special:
Reduced Rent

70
71
72
73

Disseminates
Captured
Stone or Pound
Chic
Like Snow White
Hesitant syllables
Oum coin
Evil giants
Andy ot "60 Minutes"
John Lennon's Ono
Ludwig and Jannings
"Tomorrow" singer
Placards
Thus tar
Actress Jones
Not by any means
Large amount
Wistful phrase
Reposed
Itchy skin problem
Mirage, maybe
Courting man
Street crime
After shower powders
FIJI'S capital
Even one time
Parched
Mouth the words

V

www.homecltyice.com

(419)353-7715

47
49
50
51
54
56
58
61
66
68
69

MM MM...TOAST

Avail August 2009, 3 BR houses.
218 Dill, A/C, W/D. D/W -$1000/mo.
220 Dill, W/D hookup. AC and
dishwasher- $725/mo.
606 5th St W/D, A/C - $900/mo
219 N. Enterprise - $1400/mo.
112 Clay St. -$750/mo.
227 E Reed. W/D, A/C, D/W -$900
Call 419-308-2458

Basement Apt., Near Campus
$350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

Pet & People Friendly!
NEW! Now Open

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
26
27
28
29
31
33
35
36
38
39
40
46

"09-10 SY few remaining houses.
Large-315 & 321 E Merry.
few 1st semester leases 09-10.
1 -2 bedroom apts.
cartyrentals com. 419-353-0325.

Available August,
Nice, big houses, only a lew left!
5-6 people, $1300-$1700/mo.
3 people, $800-$850/mo.
call 419-353-0326 for more details

COOL DEALS!

Monday Friday 10-6

Cuiiznos

brought to you by

96% of people put the

STOP IN TO OUR BG BRANCH. OR VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.GI.ASSC1TYFCU.COM.

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
•CREDIT UNION

We're working for you!

Membership eligibility required.

VISIT OUR flTOI IN THE STUDENT UNION NEXT TO STARBUCKS/

TECHNOLOGY
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Facebook revokes changes
policy after user backlash
By Barbara Orlulay
The Associated Press

MATTSAYLES I AP PHOTO
SUPERSIZED: Supergraphics and digilal signs are among the new generation of public ads infuriating critics across the country who say
the 'billboard blight" distracts drivers, hurts the look of streets and could hinder access by rescue crews.

"Supergraphics" may
promote but also distract
By Jacob Adelm.ni

country.

The Associated Press

The proliferation
has
prompted officials to impose
a moratorium on new ads as
the city considers new regulations aimed at reducing the
number of billboards, limiting their size and increasing
penalties against those who
flout the rules. Past efforts
largely collapsed after court
challenges by the billboard
industry.
The new regulations would
also ban digital billboards
in most parts of the city.
The Planning Commission
is scheduled to consider the
rules today.
Meanwhile, misdemeanor charges have been filed
against firms suspected of
violating the city moratorium
on new supergraphic and digital billboards.
"The billboard industry in the city is clearly out
of control," said Planning

tOS ANGELES — David Allan
works in advertising — literally-. The six-story building
where the chiropractor works
is draped in it.
"It's awful, it's ridiculous."
lie said of the massive vinyl
banner promoting TV shrink
Dr. Phil McGrawthal obscures
his view nt the scenic Santa
Monica Mountains.
Such supergraphics and
digital signs are among the
new generation of public ads
infuriating critics across the
country who say the "billboard blight" distracts drivers, hurts the look of streets
and could hinder access by
rescue crews.
Kevin Fry, president of the
Washington based anti-billboard group Scenic America,
said Los Angeles has the worst
billboard problem in the

Commission member Mike
Woo, who teaches urban
planning at the University of
Southern California.
"It's like junk mail or junk
phone calls, except this is
changing the public environment in very visible ways," he
said.
Advertisers counter that
new billboard technologies
help businesses reach consumers in an age when TiVo
users can skip through commercials and newspaper ads
are reaching fewer readers.
They insist that safety fears
areexaggerated and stress that
courts have repeatedly sided
with their right to advertise.
"As far as any kind of health
and safety issues are concerned, that's a ruse by the
city" to circumvent the court
rulings, said Barry Rush, managing partner of World Wide
Hush LLC, the firm behind the
Dr. Phil ad.

NEW YORK — In an about-face
following a torrent of online
protests, I'acebook is backing
off a change in its user policies while it figures how best to
resolve questions like who controls the information shared on
the social networking site.
The site, which boasts 175
million users from around the
world, had quietly updated its
termsofuse—itsgoverningdocument — a couple of weeks ago.
The changes sparked an uproar
after popular consumer rights
advocacy blog Consumerist.
com pointed them out Sunday,
in a post titled "Facebook's New
Terms Of Service: 'We Can Do
Anything We Want With Your
Content. Forever.'"
Facebook has since sought
to reassure its users — tens of
thousands of whom had joined
protest groups on the site—that
this is not the case. And yesterday morning, users who logged
on to I'acebook were greeted by
a message saying that the site is
reverting to its previous terms
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REPEAL: Facebook founder and CEO Marl Zuckerberg poses at headquarters m Palo Aho.
Calif. Facebook is hacking off a change in its user policies while it figures how best to resolve ques-

of use policies while it resolves
the issues raised.
Facebook spelled out, in plain
English rather than the legalese that prompted the protests,
that it "doesn't claim rights to
any of your photos or other content. We need a license in order
to help you share information
with your friends, but we don't
claim to own your information."
Tens of thousands of users

joined protest groups on
Facebook, saying the new
terms grant the site the ability to control their information
forever, even after they cancel
their accounts.
This prompted a clarification from Mark Zuckerberg,
Facebook's founder, who told
users in a blog post Monday
that "on Facebook, people own
their information and control
who they share it with."

Report published urging standards in crime labs
By Davlin Barratt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Crime labs
nationwide must be overhauled
to prevent the types of mistakes
that put innocent people in prison and leave criminals out on
the street, researchers have concluded.
A 255-page report from the
National Academy of Sciences is
urging creation of national standards of training, certification
and expertise for forensic criminal work, much of which is current ly done on a city or state level.
The report's authors say the
lack of consistent standards rais-

"We have the potential
to resolve a lot of
crimes - to find people
who are guilty..."
Eric Holder | Attorney General
es the possibility that the quality
of forensic evidence presented in
court can vary unpredictably.
Attorney General Eric Holder
said yesterday he had not
reviewed the report, but said
the government should devote
"more attention, more time, more
resources, to that issue."

"We have the potential to
resolve a lot of crimes — to find
people who are guilty, to absolve
people who are not. through the
use of these great forensic techniques," Holder said.
In particular, the report's
authors point out that, with the
lone exception of DNA evidence,
similar analysis of bite marks,
tool marks, or hair samples, cannot provide a conclusive "match"
in the common understanding of
the term.
Such evidence can show similarities between a suspect and
evidence left at a crime scene,
but does not provide absolute certainty.
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